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Abstract
Silicon carbide (SiC) has the potential to dominate EV power electronics manufacturing in the coming years, 
due to the numerous benefits it offers EV makers, including improved performance, reduced size and weight,
and increased vehicle range. However, there is a widespread misonception that SiC is not yet ready for the 
mass market, due to concerns over the technology's maturity, its high cost relative to silicon and its suitability
for mainstream vehicles. This presentation will examine the status and prospects of SiC in EVs and will 



discuss the developments that must - and will - happen to drive SiC market share.
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Abstract
The unique structure of wideband GaN devices creates a device with very high transport characteristics with 
high charge density in the channel that operate at high voltages. These characteristics allow the devices to 
operate at much higher frequencies and with fewer parasitics. Inherent in these unique characteristics is a 
flexibility in device design to allow robust operation and high performance. As shown in by the measured 
operational locus for VisICs D3GaN power devices, GaN devices operate at current levels well below the 
maximum current and at voltages well below the blocking (similar to breakdown) voltages. This paper will 
show the reason, necessity, and testing of these design conditions in creating a highly reliable device needed
for automotive applications.
Yet, all Gallium Nitride transistors are not the same. Even outside of the device design parameters necessary
to establish a proper overhead, the intrinsic device should be chosen to best satisfy the needs of the 
application. There are 2 implementations of lateral GaN power devices: a normally on or depletion mode (D-
mode) device and a normally-off or enhancement (E-mode) device. While each device has it’s advantages 
and disadvantages, understanding these tradeoffs are necessary to make a proper choice for the chosen 
application. The gate region is very different for these two implementations and plays a critical role in the 
potential reliability. D3GaN D-mode technology has a very robust gate structure as illustrated here. Additional 
characterization and testing will be shown to illustrate both the reliability and understanding of why VisIC’s 
D3GaN D-mode technology is the best choice to meet the high-reliability needs of the automotive sector.
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